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9 Abstract In this paper, we produced composites of high-density polyethylene (PE)/

10 polypropylene (PP) filled with graphene by melt compounding. Comparing com-

11 posites produced in three processing sequences, we explored whether the sequence

12 improved the composites’ electrical conductivity. The (graphene/PE)/PP composite,

13 prepared by simultaneous compounding, exhibited an electrical percolation

14 threshold of 1.25 vol.%. In contrast, the (graphene/PP)/PE composite, prepared by

15 blending the graphene with PP first and then blending the graphene/PP with PE, had

16 a much lower electrical percolation threshold at less than 0.83 vol.%. At its per-

17 colation threshold, the (graphene/PP)/PE composite had a conductivity about two

18 orders of magnitude higher than the (graphene/PE)/PP composite. We attribute this

19 difference in conductivity to differences in the graphene distributions in the com-

20 posites. In the (graphene/PE)/PP composite, the graphene sheets were selectively

21 dispersed in the PE phase; in the (graphene/PP)/PE composite, some of the graphene

22 was localized at the interface of the PE/PP blend. We also showed how the different

23 processing sequences affected the composites’ measured rheological and mechan-

24 ical properties.
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31 Introduction

32 Graphene has recently attracted significant attention from both the scientific and

33 industrial communities because of its outstanding mechanical, electrical, and

34 thermal properties [1–3]. Graphene can be dispersed in various polymer matrices to

35 create a new class of polymeric composites with interesting properties [4, 5]. In

36 particular, the high aspect ratio and electrical conductivity of graphene make it very

37 effective at shielding electrical and electromagnetic interference when combined

38 with insulating polymers [6–8]. Various reports have demonstrated the improved

39 electrical properties of graphene-filled polyolefin [9], vinyl [10, 11], acrylic

40 polymers [12, 13], polyester [14, 15], polyamide [9], polyurethane [16, 17], and

41 epoxy [18] composites. This work has shown that conventional methods can

42 produce inexpensive graphene-filled polymer composites as electronic materials.

43 When developing an electrically conductive composite, lowering its filler

44 concentration helps to prevent the ductility, toughness, and processability of the

45 matrix from deteriorating. Moreover, it appears much simpler to sufficiently

46 decrease the filler concentration in a multiphase polymer blend than in a single-

47 phase composite [19–23]. Of particular promise are composites whose conductive

48 fillers are selectively localized either in one of the blend phases or at the interface of

49 an immiscible co-continuous blend [20]. For example, Qi et al. [21] reported that

50 selective localization of graphene in the polystyrene (PS) phase of PS/polylactic

51 acid (PLA)/graphene composites produced a percolation threshold of 0.075

52 vol.%, while in PS/graphene composites the percolation threshold reached up to

53 0.33 vol.%. Mao et al. [24] revealed that composites of polystyrene (PS) and

54 poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) blends at a 50/50 PS/PMMA weight ratio,

55 when filled with octadecylamine-functionalized graphene (GE-ODA), had a much

56 lower percolation threshold (0.5 wt%) than did a PS/GE-ODA composite (2.0 wt%).

57 These results indicate that selectively localizing fillers imparts an especially low

58 electrical percolation threshold. Thus, understanding and controlling the localization

59 of solid nanofillers in polymer blends is key to creating new electrically conductive

60 composites [25].

61 Although selective localization of graphene has been very successful in polar

62 polymers, such as poly(methyl methacrylate), polystyrene, polyethylene naphtha-

63 late, and polycarbonate [4, 21, 24], it has not been extensively explored in nonpolar

64 polymers. One difficulty is dispersing polar nanofillers in polyolefin, which is

65 nonpolar, and thus incompatible. To demonstrate this incompatibility, Steurer et al.

66 [9] used transmission electron microscopy to show distinct stacks of many graphene

67 layers in a polypropylene (PP) matrix. One of the most important commodity

68 polyolefin thermoplastics is high-density polyethylene (PE) [26, 27]. Reinforcing it

69 with rigid nanoparticles can improve its mechanical properties, and filling it with

70 graphitic carbon can yield electrically and thermally conductive PE composites.

71 Electrically conductive PE has potential for many applications, such as electro-

72 magnetic reflection, static charge dissipation, and as semiconductor layers in high-

73 voltage cables [28, 29].
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74 In this study, we selected PE and PP as binary matrices and prepared electrically

75 conductive graphene-filled PE/PP composites by melt compounding. Melt com-

76 pounding is a very attractive method for processing polymers because it is

77 inexpensive and environmentally friendly, and it allows great flexibility in

78 producing phase morphologies by selecting various polymers and in manufacturing

79 high-performance polymer composites at the commercial scale. We investigated the

80 selective localization of graphene in PE/PP composites using various compounding

81 sequences of the graphene, PE and PP components; we succeeded in localizing the

82 graphene at the PE/PP blend interface and lowering the electrical percolation

83 threshold. Although selective localization of graphene in a single blend phase has

84 been shown to reduce the percolation threshold in polymers, there seem to be few

85 reports on selective localization of graphene at the blend interface in polymer

86 composites. In this paper, we also systematically discuss how localization of

87 graphene influences electrical, rheological, and mechanical properties.

88 Experimental

89 Materials

90 The composites were filled with pristine expanded graphite flakes (EC300, Ito

91 Graphite Co., Ltd., Kuwana, Japan) with a mean size of 50 lm. Concentrated

92 sulfuric acid (95–98 %), fuming nitric acid (85 %), hydrochloric acid (37 %), and

93 potassium chlorate (98 %) were purchased from Nacalai Tesque Inc., Kyoto, Japan.

94 The high-density PE (HI-Zex, 2100 J, Mitsui Chemicals Inc., Tokyo, Japan) had a

95 density of 0.95 g/cm3. The PP (Novatec-PP, MA3, Japan Polypropylene Co.,

96 Tokyo, Japan) had a density of 0.90 g/cm3.

97 Preparation of graphene

98 Graphite oxide was prepared by oxidizing pristine graphite using the Staudenmaier

99 method [30, 31]: First, expanded graphite flakes (5 g) were added to a vigorously

100 stirred mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid (87.5 mL) and fuming nitric acid

101 (45 mL). Potassium chlorate (55 g) was added over 15 min to the suspension,

102 cooled by an ice-water bath. After reacting for 96 h, the reaction mixture was

103 poured into 5 L of deionized water, stopping the reaction, and then filtered

104 (Advantec No. 1 filter paper, Qualitative, Toyo Roshi Kaisha Ltd., Japan). The

105 resultant graphite oxide was washed with 5 % hydrochloric acid until no sulfite ions

106 were detected by a BaCl2 test. The mixture was then washed with deionized water

107 until the filtrate had a neutral pH when tested with test paper. The washed graphite

108 oxide was centrifuged (Centrifuge 5220, Kubota Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and then

109 freeze-dried (FD-5N, Tokyo Rikakikai Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for 72 h. Finally,

110 the graphite oxide was thermally exfoliated in a muffle furnace (FT-101, Full-Tech

111 Furnace Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) under a nitrogen atmosphere at *1050 �C

112 for *60 s. This process produced sheets of thermally reduced graphene.
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113 Preparation of graphene-filled PE/PP composites

114 Prior to compounding, the PE, PP, and graphene were dried at 50 �C under vacuum

115 for 24 h. The graphene-filled PE/PP composites were prepared by melt compound-

116 ing in a conical twin-screw extruder (HAAKE MiniLab, Thermo Fisher Scientific

117 K.K., Yokohama, Japan) at 190 �C, rotating at 100 rpm for 15 min under N2 purge.

118 Based on previous results, we prepared the PE/PP blend with a composition of 60/40

119 wt% [32]. To study how the graphene location affected the morphology and

120 electrical properties of the ternary composites, we made composites with three

121 compounding sequences:

122 1. (Graphene/PE)/PP Graphene, PE, and PP were melt-compounded together for

123 15 min.

124 2. (Graphene/PE)/PP Graphene was compounded with PE for 10 min, and then

125 the resulting graphene/PE masterbatch was blended with PP for 5 min.

126 3. (Graphene/PP)/PE Graphene was first compounded with PP for 5 min, and then

127 the resulting graphene/PP blend was mixed with PE for 10 min.

128

129 To produce the test specimens, the extrudates were compression molded at

130 190 �C under 2.2 MPa. Note that we transformed the graphene content (/) from a

131 weight fraction (wt%) into a volume fraction (vol.%) by the following equation:

/ ¼
w=qg

w=qg þ ð1� wÞ=qb
ð1Þ

133133 where / is the volume fraction of graphene, w is the weight fraction of graphene,

134 and qg and qb are the densities of graphene and the PE/PP blend matrix, respec-

135 tively. We assume the density of graphene to be the theoretical value of 2.28 g/cm3

136 [33, 34], and the calculated density of the PE/PP blend matrix (60/40 wt%) is

137 0.93 g/cm3.

138 Characterization

139 The microstructures of graphene and the graphene-filled PE/PP composites were

140 observed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEM-z2500, JEOL Ltd.,

141 Tokyo, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. To prepare the TEM samples,

142 the graphene sheets were dispersed in N,N-dimethyl-formamide, and this solution

143 was dropped on a microscopy grid with an elastic carbon support film, while the PE/

144 PP composites were cryogenically cut with a diamond knife at -140 �C to produce

145 ultrathin sections (\80 nm). The thickness and lateral dimensions of the graphene

146 were assessed using atomic force microscopy (AFM; Multimode 8, Nanoscope V,

147 Bruker Instruments Inc., Germany) in tapping mode. These AFM samples were

148 prepared by coating silicon substrates with the graphene/N,N-dimethyl-formamide

149 suspensions. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; JSM-7001F,

150 JEOL, USA) was conducted at 15 kV. Before fracturing, the samples were

151 immersed in liquid nitrogen and then sputtered with a thin layer of platinum using
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152 an Auto Fine Coater (JEC-3000FC, JEOL). The rheological properties of the pure

153 and composite samples were studied with a rheometer (VAR-50, Jasco Co., Tokyo,

154 Japan) using a parallel-plate geometry with 25-mm-diameter plates at 190 �C under

155 a nitrogen atmosphere. These measurements were performed in dynamic mode with

156 the gap set to 0.7 mm. A frequency sweep was then performed from 0.01 to 90 rad/s.

157 Mechanical properties were measured using a tensile tester (Tensilon UTM-4-

158 100, Toyo Baldwin Co., Ltd.). Specimens with dimensions of 20 9 5 9 0.5 mm3

159 were tested at a strain rate of 2 mm/min. The volume resistivity was tested with a

160 two-point probe array (Advantest R8340A Ultra High Resistance Meter, Advantest

161 Co., Tokyo, Japan) using an input voltage of 10 V. These specimens had a diameter

162 of 50 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. To reduce the contact resistance between the

163 samples and measuring electrodes, the samples were painted with conductive silver

164 paste. All conductivity measurements were performed at ambient temperature.

165 Results and discussion

166 Graphene sheets

167 Figure 1a shows a TEM micrograph of graphene at low magnification. The

168 transparent graphene sheet had a wrinkled surface, which would improve its

169 interactions with the polymer matrix and facilitate its uniform dispersion [35]. The

170 AFM image (Fig. 1b) also shows the wrinkled structure of the graphene, which had

Fig. 1 a Transmission electron micrographs of the produced graphene with a wrinkled surface and

b atomic force microscopy analysis of graphene sheets on the Si substrate
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171 an average thickness of *1.4 nm. Stankovich et al. [11] reported producing single

172 layer graphene with a thickness of *0.34 nm, so each platelet produced in our

173 study may have three to five graphene layers.

174 Electrical conductivity and morphology

175 Figure 2 shows the electrical conductivity of the PE/PP (60/40) composites

176 produced by various processing sequences as a function of graphene content.

177 Adding the graphene greatly increased the electrical conductivity of all blends. With

178 added graphene, the (graphene/PE)/PP composites rapidly transitioned from

179 insulating to conducting behavior, with a percolation threshold smaller than 3

180 wt% (1.25 vol.%), implying that an interconnected graphene network formed in the

181 composites, facilitating electron transport. This threshold is much lower than the

182 thresholds of the melt-compounded graphene-filled single-PE composites (2.98

183 vol.%) and is almost equal to the thresholds of the solution-blended graphene/PE

184 composites [36].

185 This low percolation threshold (1.25 vol.%) can be explained by selective

186 localization of graphene in the (graphene/PE)/PP composites. The TEM micro-

187 graphs in Fig. 3 show typical two-phase structures, whose dark and light parts

188 correspond to the PE and PP phases, respectively.

189 In the (graphene/PE)/PP composite—in which the graphene, PE, and PP were

190 compounded simultaneously—the graphene sheets were selectively dispersed in the

191 PE phase, rather than in the PP phase, as shown in Fig. 3a. This selective

192 localization is mainly caused by a difference in interfacial tension between the

193 graphene and the two polymer components [37]. In binary blends, the localization

194 behavior of fillers is dominated by interfacial effects and thermodynamic driving

195 forces. Thus, one effective way to indicate the thermodynamic preference of

Fig. 2 Electrical conductivity of polyethylene (PE)/polypropylene (PP) (60/40 %) composites filled with

graphene, produced with different processing sequences, as a function of graphene content
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196 graphene localization in PE/PP blends is by the wetting coefficient xa adapted by

197 Sumita et al. [38] from Young’s equation [39] (2):

xa ¼
cgraphene=PE � cgraphene=PP

cPE=PP
ð2Þ

199199 where cgraphene/PE represents the interfacial tension between graphene and PE,

200 cgraphene/PP represents the interfacial tension between graphene and PP, and cPE/PP
201 represents the interfacial tension between PE and PP. The wetting coefficient xa is a

202 simple mathematical description of the thermodynamic tendency of grapheme

203 dispersion in immiscible PE/PP blends. When xa is smaller than -1, the graphene

204 disperses within the PE phase; when xa is larger than 1, the graphene disperses

205 within the PP phase; and when xa is between -1 and 1, the graphene becomes

206 preferentially located at the PE/PP blend interface.

Fig. 3 Transmission electron micrographs of polyethylene (PE)/polypropylene (PP) (60/40 %)

composites filled with 7 wt% graphene, prepared in three different sequences: a (graphene/PE)/PP,

b (graphene/PE)/PP, and c (graphene/PP)/PE
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207 To calculate using Young’s equation, the interfacial tensions must be calculated

208 from surface tensions, following the Wu’s harmonic mean average equation [40]

209 (3):

c1=2 ¼ c1 þ c2 � 4
cd1c

d
2

cd1 þ cd2
þ

c
p
1c

p
2

c
p
1 þ c

p
2

� �

ð3Þ

211211 where cx in the numerator describes the surface tensions of the two components,

212 equal to the sum of the dispersion cd and polar cp parts of the surface tensions.

213 The surface tensions cx of each component at 190 �C were taken from the

214 literature [38, 41] and are listed in Table 1. Note that the surface tension of

215 graphene is reported to be constant at various temperatures [41]. Using these values,

216 we calculated the interfacial tension c1/2 and wetting coefficient xa, as listed in

217 Table 2. Our calculated wetting coefficient is -2.88, indicating that the graphene

218 sheets should be selectively located in the PE phase because the PE matrix has a

219 lower interfacial tension with the graphene surface than does the PP matrix. These

220 results agree with our TEM results; furthermore, this selective localization of

221 graphene sheets in the PE phase and the volume-exclusion effect of PP in the

222 composite produce a networked structure at a lower graphene content, which

223 significantly reduces the percolation threshold of the composite [19].

224 As mentioned above, the thermodynamic driving force for grapheme localization

225 is generated by the difference in interfacial tension, causing the graphene sheets to

226 transfer from the PP phase, in which it was first mixed to the PE phase; this driving

227 force causes the graphene to localize differently when the composite is processed in

228 different sequences.

229 To further investigate how the processing sequence influenced the graphene

230 localization and the composites’ phase morphology and electrical properties, we

231 adopted two other mixing sequences: (graphene/PE)/PP and (graphene/PP)/PE. The

Table 1 Surface tensions of PE, PP, and graphene (190 �C)

Sample Surface tension (mN/m) References

Total (cx) Dispersion part (cd) Polar part (cp)

PE 25.9 25.9 0 [38]

PP 20.2 19.8 0.4 [38]

Graphene 40.8 40.4 0.4 [41]

Table 2 Interfacial tensions and wetting coefficient of (graphene/PE)/PP composites

System Possible pairs Interfacial

tension cA/B (mN/m)

Wetting

coefficient xa

(Graphene/PE)/PP Graphene/PE 3.57 -2.88

Graphene/PP 7.05

PE/PP 1.21
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232 processing sequence greatly affected the conductivity of the composites, as shown

233 in Fig. 2. Mixing the graphene first with PE and then with the PP—producing the

234 (graphene/PE)/PP composites—clearly improved the composite’s conductivity and

235 lowered its percolation threshold to less than 2 wt% (0.83 vol.%). At a graphene

236 loading of 1.25 vol.%, the conductivity of the (graphene/PE)/PP composite could

237 reach *8.04 9 10-6 S/m. Achieving the same conductivity in the (graphene/PE)/

238 PP composite would require 2.41 vol.% graphene.

239 For the (graphene/PE)/PP composite (Fig. 3b), almost all of the graphene sheets

240 is preferentially localized in the PE matrix, and there are no graphene sheets in the

241 white PP phase. The morphology of the PE phase was, however, separated into a

242 net-like structure by the PP phase, making its continuous PE phase much thinner

243 than that in the (graphene/PE)/PP composite. This morphology may improve the

244 volume-exclusion effect of PP in the (graphene/PE)/PP composite, helping to

245 develop the conductive network at the same graphene loading, increasing the

246 conductivity and decreasing the graphene percolation threshold [42–44]. The

247 volume-exclusion effect has applied well to polymer blends with graphene, such as

248 polyamide 6/POE-g-MA/graphene composites [42], polyvinyl alcohol/car-

249 boxymethyl cellulose/graphene composites [43], polyamide 6/acrylonitrile–butadi-

250 ene–styrene/graphene composites [44].

251 The greatest increase in conductivity came from mixing the graphene first with

252 PP and then with PE, producing the (graphene/PP)/PE composites. In these

253 composites, increasing their graphene content from 0.42 to 2.08 vol.% rapidly

254 increased their electrical conductivity from *1.75 9 10-13 to *1 9 10-3 S/m.

255 The 0.83-vol.% graphene-filled (graphene/PP)/PE composite showed an electrical

256 conductivity of *7.35 9 10-5 S/m. In contrast, the (graphene/PE)/PP composite

257 with the same graphene content showed a conductivity of only *3.18 9 10-6 S/m,

258 more than an order of magnitude lower. Thus, the (graphene/PP)/PE composite had

259 a lower percolation threshold than the (graphene/PE)/PP composite. In the

260 (graphene/PP)/PE composite shown in Fig. 3c, in which graphene sheets are

261 randomly dispersed in PE and PP, most sheets dispersed in the PE phase, with a

262 small part dispersed in the PP phase. Some of the graphene was clearly localized at

263 the interface of the PE/PP blends, and such morphology is very promising for

264 developing an electrically conductive network at a relatively low filler concentration

265 [4], which enabled the rather low percolation threshold of the (graphene/PP)/PE

266 composites.

267 As shown in Fig. 4, because the graphene was first mixed with the PP phase,

268 which is less thermodynamically favorable than the PE phase, the graphene sheets

269 would migrate from the PP phase to the PE phase during the second mixing step:

270 mixing the (graphene/PP) masterbatch with PE [39]. Some of the graphene sheets

271 penetrated into the PE phase, while some approached their equilibrium position at

272 the blend interface; this behavior caused some of graphene sheets to localize at the

273 PE/PP interface, which is likely the ideal pattern for decreasing the electrical

274 percolation threshold and improving the electrical conductivity.

275 The differences in phase structures and graphene localizations were confirmed by

276 FE-SEM, as shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows the fractured surfaces of the PE/PP

277 composites filled with 7 wt% graphene prepared in the three different processing
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278 sequences; the rough and smooth parts are the PE and PP phases, respectively,

279 because the PE phase contains graphene. In the (graphene/PE)/PP composite

280 (Fig. 5a), the PE matrix is a continuous phase, owing to its higher content (60 wt%).

281 This image also reveals that the PP matrix had a smooth topology, indicating that it

282 contained few graphene sheets. In the (graphene/PE)/PP composite (Fig. 5b), the PE

283 matrix was similarly continuous and rough, but it formed a net-like structure,

284 leading the continuous PE phase to be much thinner than that in the (graphene/PE)/

285 PP composite; these results agree with our TEM results (Fig. 3a, b). In contrast, the

286 (graphene/PP)/PE composite (Fig. 5c) exhibited a different morphology from the

287 (graphene/PE)/PP and (graphene/PE)/PP composites: its PP phase was rougher (left

288 part in Fig. 5c), possibly because a small portion of graphene was dispersed in the

289 PP phase. The interface of the PE/PP blend was rough, confirming that the graphene

290 was indeed located there.

291 The effect of compounding sequence on rheological and mechanical

292 properties

293 The rheology of polymer composites appears to be very sensitive to the presence of

294 filler networks, making rheometry one of the best methods to detect them [45]. For

295 example, a characteristic low frequency plateau of the storage modulus G0 appears

296 when fillers form a percolated network [46].

297 Figure 6a shows the variation of storage modulus G0 as a function of frequency x

298 in pure PE/PP and the graphene-filled PE/PP composites prepared with the three

299 compounding sequences. The selected contents of graphene are 2 and 7 wt%;

300 composites with other graphene contents are not shown here for ease of reading. In

301 all of the composites, the storage modulus G0 gradually increased with increasing

302 graphene content, and the slope of the G0
- x curve began to decrease throughout

303 the test range.

Fig. 4 Localization of graphene sheets from the polypropylene (PP) phase to the polyethylene (PE)

phase during melt blending, as well as the graphene sheets located at the PE/PP blend interface in the

(graphene/PP)/PE composite
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Fig. 5 Field-emission scanning

electron micrographs of

polyethylene (PE)/

polypropylene (PP) (60/40 %)

composites filled with 7 wt%

graphene, prepared in three

different sequences:

a (graphene/PE)/PP;

b (graphene/PE)/PP; and

c (graphene/PP)/PE
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304 This decrease in slope indicates that the composites gradually showed solid-like

305 behavior, which comes about from the formation and development of the graphene

306 networks [47]. At a graphene content of 2 wt%, both the (graphene/PP)/PE and

307 (graphene/PE)/PP composites showed a much greater increase in G0 at low

308 frequency than did the (graphene/PE)/PP composite, which suggests that a

309 percolated network formed in the (graphene/PP)/PE and (graphene/PE)/PP [47].

310 For the (graphene/PE)/PP composites, however, the first pronounced increase in G0

311 at low frequency appeared at a graphene content of 3 wt% (Fig. 6b). Overall, the

312 percolation thresholds of the rheological properties agree well with the percolation

313 thresholds of the electrical properties shown in Fig. 2.

314 Note that at an equal graphene content (2 or 7 wt%), the (graphene/PP)/PE

315 composites usually exhibited a slightly higher storage modulus than the (graphene/

316 PE)/PP composites, whereas the (graphene/PE)/PP composites showed the lowest

317 storage modulus. This result suggests that the (graphene/PP)/PE composite formed a

318 more-developed conductive network at the same graphene loading. This trend in the

319 composites’ rheological properties agrees well with their electrical properties; the

320 composites had the following order of electrical conductivity, from highest to

321 lowest: (graphene/PP)/PE, (graphene/PE)/PP, and (graphene/PE)/PP.

322 A significant benefit of adding graphene is that it can enhance the mechanical

323 properties of polymer matrices. Figure 7 shows stress–strain curves for the different

324 composites, while Table 3 gives specific data for the Young’s modulus (E), tensile

325 strength (r), and elongation at break (e). The pure PE/PP composite had worse

326 mechanical properties than the pure PE and PP polymers (PE: E = 0.9 GPa,

327 r = 21 MPa, and e = 370 %; PP: E = 1.6 GPa, r = 35 MPa, and e = 100 %),

328 especially for elongation, which is likely caused mainly by the lower miscibility

329 between PE and PP [39, 40]; that is, the interface of the PE/PP composites were

330 their primary mechanical defects. The graphene-filled composites with different

Fig. 6 Frequency dependence of the storage modulus G0 of polyethylene (PE)/polypropylene (PP) (60/

40 %) composites and graphene-filled PE/PP composites, a prepared in three different sequences:

(graphene/PE)/PP, (graphene/PE)/PP, and (graphene/PP)/PE; and in b (graphene/PE)/PP composites with

various graphene contents
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331 compounding sequences had different mechanical properties, even at the same

332 graphene concentration. With added graphene, all of the composites increased in

333 Young’s modulus and tensile strength compared with the pure PE/PP composite,

334 implying that the graphene actually confined the chains in their entanglements.

335 The Young’s modulus increased most in the (graphene/PP)/PE composite, 1.29

336 GPa, which could have come from the graphene randomly dispersed in the PE and

337 PP phases, allowing it to strengthen the composite more effectively before reaching

338 its breaking point. On the other hand, because some graphene sheets were located at

339 the PE/PP interface, the defects at the interface became large, lessening the

340 elongation to 2.4 %. In the (graphene/PE)/PP composite, the net-like structure of the

341 PE phase may have improved the volume-exclusion effect of the PP phase, reducing

342 defects at the interface and increasing the tensile strength (to 24.6 MPa) and

343 elongation (to 6.5 %). However, the difference in thermodynamic immiscibility

344 between the original PE and PP phases greatly hinders the mechanical properties of

345 the PE/PP composites, especially in elongation, so future work should look to

346 improve the toughness of PE/PP blends.

Fig. 7 Stress–strain curves of polyethylene (PE)/polypropylene (PP) (60/40 %) composites and 7 wt%

graphene-filled PE/PP composites, prepared in three different sequences: (graphene/PE)/PP, (graphene/

PE)/PP, and (graphene/PP)/PE

Table 3 Mechanical properties of graphene-filled PE/PP (60/40 %) composites

0 wt% 7 wt% 7 wt% 7 wt%

PE/PP (Graphene/PE)/

PP

(Graphene/PE)/

PP

(Graphene/PP)/

PE

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 0.62 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.36 0.69 ± 0.13 1.29 ± 0.14

Tensile strength, r (MPa) 10.8 ± 0.7 17.2 ± 3.7 24.6 ± 2.2 19.1 ± 2.4

Elongation at break, e (%) 2.8 ± 0.1 4.0 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 0.8 2.4 ± 0.5
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347 Conclusion

348 Adding graphene sheets to PE/PP composites prepared by melt compounding

349 improved their electrical conductivity. By varying the processing sequence of the

350 graphene, PE, and PP components, we changed the localization of graphene in these

351 composites, which changed their measured electrical conductivity. The composites

352 had electrical conductivity in the following order, from highest to lowest:

353 (graphene/PP)/PE, (graphene/PE)/PP, and (graphene/PE)/PP. In the (graphene/

354 PP)/PE composite, mixing the graphene/PP first and then melt-mixing the graphene/

355 PP with PE encouraged the graphene sheets to localize at the PE/PP blend interface;

356 this structure is likely ideal for decreasing the percolation threshold; we produced a

357 percolation threshold lower than 0.83 vol.%. The measured rheological properties of

358 the composites agree with their measured electrical properties, confirming that the

359 (graphene/PP)/PE composite formed a better graphene network than the other

360 composites with the same graphene loading. The results of mechanical measure-

361 ments imply that the brittleness of PE/PP blends remains an issue.
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